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ABSTRACT The High-Resolution image construction program (Hi-
Res) used at IPAC is based on the Maximum Correlation Method. After
HiRes intensity images are constructed from IRAS data, additional im-
ages are needed to aid in scientific interpretation. Some of the images
that are available for this purpose show the titting noise, estimates of
the achieved resolution, and detector track maps. Two methods have
been developed for creating color maps without discarding any more spa-
tial information than absolutely necessary: the "cross-band simulation"
and "prior-knowledge" methods. These maps are demonstrated using
the survey observations of a 2 × 2 degree field centered on M31. Prior
knowledge may also be used to achieve super-resolution and to suppress
ringing around bright point sources observed against background emis-
sion. Tools to suppress noise spikes and for accelerating convergence are
also described.
1. INTRODUCTION
The high-resolution image construction program used at ll)AC is based on the
Ma_ximum Correlation Method (MCIVI; see Aumann, 1,'owler, and Melnyk, 1990).
This program uses IRAS survey and additional observation data to construct
images in the four 1RAS survey wavelength bands. These images are intensity
maps covering typically one to four square degrees. The effective beam size varies
significantly over these images because of the manner in which the IRAS tele-
scope gathered infrared data. This makes interpreting the images and obtaining
color ratios especially challenging. Complications arc added by the nature of the
celestial background (the varying zodiacal background) and the detectors. The
more important effects caused by the detectors and the orbital environment are:
hysteresis, residuals of radiation hits, saturation for bright sources, detectors of
different noise amplitude, and baseline drift due to 1/f noise (IRAS Explanatory
Supplement 1988).
In this paper we discuss additional tools and techniques that have been
developed at IPAC over the last two years to address these difficulties. Some
of these are byproducts of the intensity imaging (e.g., correction-factor variance
and coverage maps), while others have been added recently to the default prod-
ucts (e.g., beam-sample maps and detector track maps). Some techniques that
have been developed are now employed by default (e.g., automatic tlux-bias pro-
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cessing), but most remain available by special-request only (e.g., point-source
masking, scan-direction masking, spike median filtering, n-sigma data editing,
point-source ringing suppression, color ratio and multi-band intensity maps).
Some techniques require special preparation by the investigator (e.g., simula-
tion and prior-knowledge input).
2. CORRECTION-FACTOR VARIANCE MAPS
The MCM iteratively constructs an image that reproduces the observed data
to within the noise by computing mean correction factors for each pixel. This
includes computing the variance of the correction factors, i.e., tile fitting noise.
After most of the resolvable structure has been obtained, the correction-factor
variance (CFV) is essentially the square of the population Noiae-to-Signal ratio
for the corresponding pixel, and is typically much less than one. Since each
pixel has a CFV value, the CFV information may be viewed in image form.
Where there is no signiticant signal, the CFV is generally large (approaching
unity). Where appreciable signal is present, particularly noisy measurements
stand out noticeably (e.g., undeglitched particle radiation). It is important to
know whether such measurements affect objects of interest in the image, and the
methods discussed in sections 4 and 5 below can be used to eliminate individual
detector samples that may be affecting the image adversely.
The CFV image is also useful for deternfining the consistency in measure-
ments obtained at different epochs. By imaging data from two epochs both
separately and combined in a single image, it is possible to see where the CFV
is enhanced in the combined image. A useful exercise is to compute a CFV
ratio image, where the combined CFV is in the numerator and the CI"V from
one of the separate epochs is in the denominator. The result is related to the
F-statistic, and regions where the ratio is significantly greater than unity may
be where systematic incompatibilities exist between the two epochs. This may
result from photometric variability or proper motion, but most often is caused
by such phenontena as zodiacal background variation or hysteresis affected by
changes in scan angle.
l"igure I shows the intensity map of M31 at 100 nficrons after 20 iterations.
The corresponding CI"V map is shown in Figure 2. Both figures employ log-
arithmic scaling, with that of the CFV map set to show an area of enhanced
fitting noise near the nucleus. The CFV is generally small in the region of the
galaxy, and all but one of the peaks inside the dark area are associate([ with
low-brightness regions. The peak just southeast of the nucleus reveals the pres-
ence of a low-level data glitch that causes a slight brightening at that location
which is removable with the methods discussed in sections 3 and 4 below.
3. COVERAGE AND DETECTOR TRACK MAPS
Since the correction factors used in the MC, M are mean values computed with
response-flmction weighting, an image of the sum of the weights in each pixel
shows the depth of coverage. This must be adjusted if inverse-variance noise
weighting is also employed (by special request), but relative coverage density is
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still obvious. The coverage maps are a useful diagnostic tool, since circumstances
occasionally conspire to criminate data unexpectedly.
Detector track maps are also now available. These are images which show
the locations of the response-function centers of the detector samples used to
construct tile intensity map. Only tile pixel containing the center is marked for
each measurement. The marking is done by setting the pixel equal to the detec-
tor ID. This results in different detectors having different colors (or grey levels)
when viewed with the IPAC image-processing program, SkyView (or similar
t)rogram), with which one may "pick" specific pixels and thus learn the identity
of the detector. Pixels not containing detector centers are zeroed out. Where
two or more different detectors had measurements fall with centers in tim same
pixel, only tile last is retained, but most images are sparse enough so that the
trails of crossing detectors allow easy identification. The detector track map
corresponding to Figure 1 is shown in Figure 3. The crossing of scans from the
first two hours-confirnlation coverages (HCONS) is obvious, and gives rise to
large variations in the size and shape of the eftectivc beam (see section 8 and
Figure 8 below).
Since the MCM program allows selective exclusion of detectors by ID num-
ber, the detector track map is useful for determining such numbers. This may
be for the purpose of criminating a particularly noisy detector, for example. An-
other use currently being explored is to eliminate saturated point-source nlea-
surements; saturation is alleviated (there is hope that it can be essentially elimi-
nated) without much loss of spatiM information by this method. Generally some
measurements see the bright object in the shoulders of the response functions,
where the response functions are still fairly accurately known but the data are
not saturated. If all measurements at higher response can be eliminated, the
low-response measurements may construct the image correctly. When the satu-
ration is not too severe, some relief is possible just by masking out measurements
marked as associated with point sources by the data pret)aration program as part
of its degfitching processing.
4. N-SIGMA DATA EDITING
In most iterative averaging processes, an effective way to eliminate "outliers" is
to exclude samples that (lifter h'om the previous iteration's mean by more than
some threshold in units of the previous iteration's standard deviation. This
is available (applied to the correction factors) by special request in the MCM
program and has been tbund to be quite powerful in some tests cases, but it
has not yet been used extensively enough to build up a foun(lation of experience
involving many varieties of image and settings of the n-sigma level and number
of iterations to perform before beginning the editing. Furthermore, while it can
eliminate practically all the flux associated with a feature caused by an outlier,
it cannot generally remove all trace of the shape of the feature once it has been
injected into an image, since the information contradicting the shape is usually
not in the data. It may also have adverse effects on some parts of the image
while fixing others. This method was used to eliminate the excess brightness of
the data glitch that caused the enhanced CFV near the nucleus of M31 shown
in Figure 2, as mentioned in section 2 above.
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5. SCAN ANGLE AND SCAN DIRECTION EXCLUSION
Bright objects near each other in the scan direction can be affected by hystere-
sis, as well as other effects (e.g., "tails" in the response). The MCM program
provides two ways to isolate scans. When using additional observation data, the
user may specify that only scans in the survey direction be used, or alternatively,
only scans in the antisurvey direction. Constructing images both ways and com-
paring ttmm sheds considerable light on spurious interaction between sources.
Another exclusion option is to accept only scans with angles within specified
ranges. This is useful for survey data taken several months apart. These meth-
ods were used to establish that the bright object just northwest of the nucleus of
M31 (see Figure 1) is real and not an artifact caused by hysteresis operating on
the nucleus. Although hysteresis makes this object 7% brighter in the image in
which it is downstream from the nucleus, this variation is expected and is much
too small to damage the source's credibility.
6. SIMULATION
The IPAC image construction program works by simulating the scanning of a
trial image and comI)aring the results to the observations. A natural extension
was the addition of the capability to accept an arbitrary initial image and to
output the simulated measurements obtained from it. The simulated CRDD
(Calibrated Reconstructed Detector Data) is realistically aliased, noise can be
added to it if desired (baseline error and sample-frequency noise with an arbi-
trary distribution), and certain types of response-function model error can be
invoked.
This capability has been employed in four activities so far: (a.) it has
provided CRDD fi'om a known scene for testing destriping algorithms; (b.) it
has been used to postulate scenes that were subsequently "scanned" and intages
constructed, with COml)arison between the simulated aitd actual images shedding
light on subtle features; (c.) it is used in creating the "beam sample" maps
discussed in section 8 below; (d.) it is used in the "cross-band simulation"
method of registering spatial resolution for different wavelengths.
Cross-band simulation is one of two methods for matching the resolution in
one wavelength to that in another (the other, "prior knowledge", is described in
the next section and requires caution). Suppose, for example, that a color-ratio
map involving 60 and 100 microns is desired. Simply computing color ratios in
each pixel by employing the two intensity images typically yields fantastic arti-
facts because of the incompatible resolutions. 'the following method transforms
each intensity image to obtain corresponding ones with comt)atible resolution
without abandoning spatial information unnecessarily.
First, images are constructed in the two bands. Then the 60 micron image
is "scanned" with the 100 micron detectors, using the same scan geometry and
measurement locations as the real 100 micron image. The simulated CIIDD is
then used to construct an image. In the same way, the real 100 micron image
is used to produce simulated 60 micron CRDD, which is used to construct an
image. The two simulation images then have COml)atible resolution, and may
be used to create a color-ratio map or a multi-band intensity image. Figure ,1
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shows a 100 micron/60 micron color ratio map for M31. In this image, brighter
features have lower blackbody temperatures. Note the feature just southeast
of tile nucleus that is apl)arently very cold: this is the artifact caused by tile
data glitch discussed in section 2, and it does not appear when the data glitch
is removed with the method of section 4.
7. PRIOR KNOWLEDGE INPUT
The IPAC MCM l)rogram actually works by modifying an initial image only
at the spatial frequencies necessary to make it yield the observations to within
the noise. Normally the initial image is liar, so that the final image retains
as much of the initial Ilatness as is consistent with the data. If an arbitrary
initial image is used, it too is modilied only as needed to make it consistent with
the observations, but the result is not generally a maximum-correlation image,
because the pixels are not generMly 100% correlated at the begimfing. Most
often it is the higher spati',d fre(tuencies that need the least moditication and
which therefore l)ersi,_t.
The use of a nontlat initial image is called "prior knowledge", since nor-
mally this is done only when one believes one has information consistent with
the observational data but going beyond them. This term is used to describe
the injection of external information into imaging calculations in a variety of
ways. The IPAC MCM l)rogram employs prior knowledge in an extrelnely lit-
eral manner: it accepts a complete l)icture of what one believes to be the truth
and proceeds to make it consistent with the IRAS data.
The prior knowledge techni(tue has been used at IPAC as an alternative
to cross-band simulation for obtaining color ratio maps. The example using 60
and 100 micron data discussed in the preceding section is handled as follows.
The normal 60 micron image is used as the prior knowledge image for the 100
micron image construction, and vice versa. This amount_ to assuming that if
the structure in these two wavelengths could be perfectly resolved, it would be
the same. Caution must be exercised because, for example, a star visible at 60
microns but not at 100 nlicrons could lie in a region containing a cold cloud
visible only at 100 microns. Using the 60 micron image as prior knowledge for
the 100 micron image construction would cause the cold cloud emission to be
concentrated as much as possible at the star position.
When used with care in applicable situations, this method can yield consis-
tent resolution at two wavelengths with less overall loss of spatial information,
since the resolution in the two resulting images is closer to the shorter-wavelength
image, whereas cross-band simulation yields images slightly lower in resolution
than the longer-wavelength image. The cross-band simulation method should
always be used as a rough conlirmation of the prior-knowledge method. Good re-
suits have been obtained in this way tbr M31; the corresponding color ratio map
is very similar to Figure ,l, which was produced with the cross-band simulation
method discussed in the previous section.
Another use for the prior-knowledge technique is in producing super-resolved
images, i.e., images with structure at spatial frequencies beyond the diffraction
limit, t'k_r example, when one is certain that one is (leafing with point sources
(e.g., raster scans of the asteroid Egeria), the resolution is fimited only by the
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pixel size. This capability has been demonstrated to work only via simulation
at l)resent.
Finally, employing prior knowledge input can be used to suppress ringing
around bright point sources observed against background emission. The ringing
occurs because such an image satisties the measurements with higher pixel corre-
lation (and higher entropy) than the intuitively expected image. It is possible via
an iterative procedure to estimate the point source location and aml)litude and
employ this information as prior-knowledge inl)ut, relining the estimates until
the ringing is suppressed. The ringing pattern itself contains information, and is
determined primarily by the response function size, sample density and degree
of uniformity, and the ratio of the point source ttux to the extended emission.
Overestimates of this ratio yield a ringing pattern that is distinctively different
from that of underestimates (primarily in phase), and this information can be
used in the iterative procedure. This typically also yields super-resolution. The
resulting lower pixel correlation (and entropy) reflects the injection of external
pixel decorrelation (or negative entropy) ill the form of the prior knowledge.
This has also been demonstrated via simulation and is ready for scientitic ap-
l)lication. Figure 5 shows a beam-sanq)le mat) (see section 8 below) of M31 at
60 microns in which the imaged spikes ring noticeably against the smoothed
background (a negative print is used to make the ringing more visible). Figure
6 shows the corresponding image with ringing suppressed.
8. BEAM SAMPLE MAPS
The effective beam size in typical high-resolution II/AS images varies by factors
of three over distances of several arcminutes. In order to estimate the beam size
at arty given position and to see tyl)ical variation over the tield, "beam sample
maps" are provided. These are produced from simulated CI/DD based on actual
coverage geometry, with the simulation scene being a collection of spike sources
against a smooth background. An image of the reconstructed spikes is generated
with all the same processing options as the actual image.
Three types of spikes are available: uniformly spaced spikes (the default
spacing is 12 arcminutes), spikes located where the deglitching algorithm found
t)oint sources, and sl)ikes at user-delined locations (specitied either in I/A and
Dec or in IllAI" pixel coordinates). By default only the tirst type is used; the
pattern is l)hased so that there is a spike at the center of the image, but the
phase can be overridden. The spikes default to fluxes of l0 Jy, but can also be
specified by the user or else an auto-scaling option is available which employs
the pixel ltux histogram of the actual image.
By default the background is tlat and equal to the actual median back-
ground. By option, the actual background can be smoothed with obvious point
sources removed. It is important to have a realistic background level, since the
convergence rate tbr point sources is affected by background. Figure 7 shows
atttomatically scaled spikes of the tirst two types and smoothed background for
M31 at 100 microns. The simulated CRDD obtained from this scene were used
to construct the I)eam sample map shown in Figure 8, in which the considerable
variation of effective beam size and shape can be seen, as well as the higher state
of convergence of spikes in the [ield relative to those embedded in the extended
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Fig. 5: Beam sample map in 60 microns,
showing point-source ringing
Fig. 6: Same as Figure 5 except with
suppression of point-source
ringing
Fig. 7: Spike map with smoothed
background for Figure 1
Fig. 8: Beam sample map constructed
from simulation CRDD based
on Figure 7
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background.
An automaticanalysisof the reconstructedspikesis providedin a text file.
This includesthe full width at halfmaxinmmon theprincipalaxesof the beam
shape,the twist angle,centroiderror,and peakintensity,alongwith the pixel
coordinates,RA and Dec,andsimulatedpeakintensityandbackground.
9. IMAGING WITH A FLUX BIAS
Although the MCM programhasno problemhandfingnegativefluxes,there
are reasonswhy positivelyconstrainingthe imageis desirable(e.g., reduced
ringing and tile inability of negativenoisespikesto form), sothis capability
is included.On the other hand,simplyexcludingnegativedata (e.g.,negative
noiseexcursionsafter baselineremoval)resultsin biasednoise.Tile solutionis
to employa flux bias,and this is nowdoneby default.
The data preparationprograminformsthe imagingprogramof the most
negativeintensity,andallappropriatebiasis used.Thebiasis insertedbyadding
an intensityto eachdetectorsampleapprot)riateto thedetector'sresponsesofid
angle.Thebiasisremovedfromthefinal imagebysubtractingtheappropriate
flux from eachpixel. Sincethe solidangleof tile pixelsis knownexactly,but
thoseof the detectorshaveestimationerrorsof a fewpercent,largeflux biases
cannotbe used,becausedoingso wouldinject stripesinto the image(in fact,
this effectcould be usedto renormafizethe detectorsolid angles). For Inost
cases,this is not aprol)lexn,andtile benelitsof ttux-biasprocessingfar outweigh
the cost. Whenbaselineremovalis usedto preparethe data, a smallpositive
ttuxbiasis normallyused.Fordestripingonly,a negativetlux biaswith a larger
amplitudeis typical; this bringsthe action closerto tile zerolevel, reducing
ringingand acceleratingconvergenceof higherspatialfi'equencies.Notethat ill
the noise-to-signalinterpretationof the CFV, the signalis that with the tlux
biasill effect.
10. SOME ADDITIONAL ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES
Twoothertechniquesareworthyof mention.Oneof themimprovesthe appear-
anceof images,and oneof themprovidesvirtually instantaneousconvergence
at theexpenseof significantcosineticdegradation.
Whenimageconstructionis carriedto ahighnumberof iterations,sample-
frequencynoiseis typicallydriveninto spikes.Sincerealfeaturesnormally call-
not beconvergedinto spikes(with reasonablepixel sizesandtypical measure-
mentdensities),and sincenoisefeaturesareusuallyaccompaniedby relatively
highfitting variance,mostof thesenoisespikescanberemovedasfollows:(a.) a
spiketilter (a 3 x 3 zero-sumfilter with a centralpeak)is evaluatedeverywhere;
(b.) whenits output is abovea threshold,the correction-factorvarianceof the
centralpixel is testedagainstanotherthreshold;(c.) whenboth thresholdsare
surpassed,the pixel v',dueis replacedwith the medianvalueof the surrounding
nonspikepixels(i.e., pixelswhichdid not alsoring the spikefilter). This has
beenfoundto improveimageappearancesandis availableuponrequest.
Finally, aninterestingtechniquehasbeenfoundto accelerateconvergence:
insteadofcomputinga meancorrectionfactorforeachpixelonthefirst iteration,
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the minimumfactor from a measurementwith responseabovea thresholdat
that pixel is used.This discardsflux conservation at this point, but one more
iteration rescales the image, so that flux is better conserved after two iterations
than normally occurs (typically about ten iterations are needed to stabilize the
total flux to better than 1%). The resulting image suffers from having fit all the
model errors, just as images taken to 1000 iterations have been found to do.
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